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chairman’s chat
O

n behalf of the board I would like to thank all those
members who again supported the awards dinner at
Hampton Court Golf Club at the end of March. Numbers
were a little down on last year, although this avoided the
overcrowding we experienced last time. The formula of a
dinner to celebrate the season’s playing successes is now
a fixture in the calendar, and we eventually hope to hold
this in the autumn so the timing relates better to the most
recent playing season.

members have ideas to improve
viability, please let us know.

O

n the playing front, RTC
reached the semi-finals of
the Pol Roger Trophy but
unfortunately were unable to
progress to the final, which was
held at Hampton Court this year
and was won by Queen’s, who defeated MCC. We are
very fortunate to have Pol Roger as a supporter of real
tennis, and they are also generous sponsors of RTC. The
British Ladies’ Masters was hosted again this year by the
club, meanwhile, producing another enjoyable weekend
of tennis with some closely fought matches, culminating in
another fine victory for our own Sue Haswell (see page 5).

T

he board have also asked me to respond again to
those members who mentioned that it was unfortunate
that we were unable to hold the event in the Palace itself.
The fact is that the Palace is able to command very high
rates for holding events in the unique surroundings, and
we do not feel it is correct to use our reserves to subsidise
such an event. Equally we would like to find a way to
resurrect the idea on an occasional basis, so if any

T

he club was well represented in both the singles and
doubles at this year’s Amateur Championships at
Queen’s. Back at home, the Harris Watson doubles (see
opposite) featured no fewer than four pairs with sub-16
handicaps and produced tennis of the highest quality.

T

he social committee are still wrestling with the
challenge of this unusually busy summer, and
the date of this year’s barbecue has yet to be announced,
so please keep an eye on the pro’s weekly News and
Diary for further information.

F

inally, I would like to remind members that the AGM
will be held on Thursday 17 May at 8pm. The board
has decided to revert to a midweek date to improve
attendance, so please do come along.



Club champion David Watson with Paddy Sweetnam

News from around the courts

Photograph by Julian Sheraton-Davis

C

laire Vigrass added another
British Open to her list of ladies’
titles in April, beating the Royal
Tennis Court’s Karen Hird 6-1 6-1 in
the final at Seacourt. The world
champion, still only 20, has also
recently reduced her handicap to 7.5,
an all-time low for any woman, and
she has not lost to another woman
since Karen beat her in the 2009
French Open final.
In the semi-finals, Karen had
defeated Claire’s older sister Sarah in a
three-set thriller. In the doubles final,
the Vigrass sisters gained revenge over
Karen and Freddy Adam for last year’s
shock defeat. This time the Essex girls
prevailed 6-3, 6-1.
Hatfield House beat Leamington 3-2
at Moreton Morrell to lift the Field
Trophy (now the ‘second division’ to

the elite Pol Roger Trophy – see page
3). In the Brodie Cup (30+ handicap),
MCC beat Prested Hall 4-1 at Bridport.
Oxford enjoyed a clean sweep of the
men’s and ladies’ Varsity matches – a
happy day for Oxford ladies’ captain
Maggie Henderson-Tew; less so for
Cambridge men’s skipper James
Watson and his debutant brother Oli.
James won both his doubles and
singles rubbers, but to no avail.
In the Billy Ross Skinner mixed
doubles at Hatfield, there were two
finalists from RTC on opposite sides of
the net. Elvira Campione, an
accomplished lawn tennis player still
learning the intricacies of this game,
took the spoils with her partner John
Evans (Holyport), defeating Karen
Hird and Roger Thompson (Seacourt)
in the final, 6-3, 6-2.
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Paddy Sweetnam

coming up
RTC

29 Apr: RTC v Oxford (social)
6 May: RTC v Jesters
13 May: Barker Camm Cup final
17 May: Club AGM (8pm)
26 May: Battle of the Sexes
17 June: RTC v RAF
1 July: RTC v Dutch RTA
13-15 July: Kings Goblet Summer
Handicap Doubles

ELSEWHERE

24-28 Apr: World Championship: Rob
Fahey v Steve Virgona (Queen’s)
11-13 May: Over-40 (age) Open
Singles (Seacourt)
19-20 May: Leamington Pro-Am
26-28 May: French Ladies’ Hcp (Paris)
1-3 June: Over-70 Amateur Singles
and Doubles (Holyport)
7-10 June: LRTA Handicap Mixed
Doubles (Seacourt)

Watsons survive the Hird degree
Defending doubles champions prove they’re the club’s top family with another victory

I

t was a family affair as the Harris
Watson Trophy, aka the club
doubles championship, drew to a
close in March. For up against the
defending champions, father and son
David and James Watson, in the final
were Robert and Karen Hird, two-thirds
of triplets. While it was no surprise that
these two pairs made it to the final, their
progress could not have been taken for
granted, given that there were four
pairs of 16 handicap or better, making it
the strongest field in recent years.
These four seeded pairs entered the
competition at the quarter-final stage,
and the duo who faced the toughest
task on paper were the fourth seeds,
Simon Barker and James Sohl. They
were up against the ‘best of the rest’ in
Phil Dunn and David Blizzard, and
they were pushed suitably hard, but in
the end too may shots fell within the
telescopic reach of James’s volley and
the seeds progressed 6-3 6-4.
While the Watsons and Hirds cruised
into the semi-finals without incident,
there was a major stumble in the other
last-eight match by the second seeds,
Charlie Crossley and Tom Freeman.
They were expected to pulverise Simon
Edmond and Nicola Doble, a pairing 16
handicap points weaker, but with
Charlie holding back somewhat and
leaving much of the play to his partner,

Simon and Nicola were able to coax
several errors out of Tom. The seeds
appeared to be doing just enough at 6-5
5-2, but then came chaos, in the form of
a run of games where one team ups its
game and the other loses its way.
Once the second set had slipped away
and one game in the shortened final set
(from 3-3), Charlie took control and
ensured that the upset could not happen.
The next morning Charlie and Tom
were up against the champions.
Conventional wisdom has it that an
evenly matched doubles pair should
hold sway over an unbalanced duo, and
so it turned out here, as David and
James turned in another solid display to
advance to the final, 6-4 6-2.
The other semi-final was a tight affair,
with Simon and James doing what they
could to prevent Robert Hird’s power
hitting and ferocious cut volley from
dominating the match. Karen,
meanwhile, was patrolling the galleries
in a manner that suggests she has been
doing this for most of her 23 years –
which of course she has.
The Hirds pulled away at a crucial
stage in the first set to take it 6-3, but
the second was destined to go all the
way, and there was a real danger the
match would go to a decisive third set.
But the Hirds knuckled down and
claimed the set 6-5 to set up the

inter-dynasty final that Hearty Henry’s
Olde Tudor Bookmaking Shoppe had
been predicting pre-tournament.
Again it was a clash between a pair of
similar abilities (the Watsons) and a
slightly lopsided team (the Hirds being
off 8 and 20 in singles). The primary
task for the defending champions was
to negate the power of Robert, and
James did a nice job of serving tight
demi-piques that left Robert with little
room to swing from the back of the
court. James also bravely stood well up
the court when at the service end,
leaving his father to patrol the back of
the court and do what he does best on
the forehand side.
When the Hirds gained the service
end, Karen advanced up the court and
pulled off some remarkable reaction
volleys, unsurprisingly seeing plenty of
action as the Watsons attempted to take
Robert out of the game when possible.
While both sets were close, Robert
was just a little too inconsistent with his
attacking strokes, and the odd moment
of inspiration by both James and David
told in each set, resulting in a 6-3 6-4
win to give them their third consecutive
title. They had unquestionably been
pushed harder than the year before, but
their grasp on the trophy remains firm.
Who would bet against them next year?

Simon Edmond

Pol Roger Trophy: Queen’s take the spoils

Y

Queen’s were one rubber away from overall victory, and
skipper Tom Seymour-Mead would provide it in the
second singles. He was steady and occasionally
inspirational in a long match with Robert Hird, during
which Robert had good spells but couldn’t maintain
enough consistency for long enough. A 6-3, 5-6, 6-4 win for
Queen’s gave them an unassailable lead and left Phil Dunn
and David and James Watson to play out dead rubbers.
Your correspondent did pop in briefly to watch some of
the final, between Queen’s and MCC, but seeing your club
invaded and its dedans populated by two rival factions
makes for a strange viewing experience. It was a thriller,
however, with the top doubles pairs fighting out an epic
deciding match late in the day. The Queen’s pair of Harry
Eddis and John Prenn led 5-2 in the final set, but MCC’s
Marcus Ward and James Acheson-Gray pulled them back
to 5-5 before the Queen’s pair rallied to claim the trophy.
James Simpson of sponsors Pol Roger, himself an RTC
member, presented the trophy and thanked the
professionals’ team for a job well done on the day.

ou may recall reading in the last newsletter of a
successful day out at Oxford for the Royal Tennis
Court’s leading amateur players in the quarter-final
of the Pol Roger Trophy (the new incarnation of the Field
Trophy). An even sterner test awaited them in the semifinal: another away match, this time at Queen’s.
There was quite a carrot to encourage the RTC team – the
final was already scheduled to be played at the Palace, so
they would be very warm favourites for the title if they
could progress here. Queen’s are not short of strength in
depth, however, and they proved as much at the start of
the day by taking the opening match, the second-string
doubles, fairly easily over James Sohl and David Blizzard.
Next up was the top singles, a classy affair on paper
between our own Peter Wright and Conor Medlow. Peter
succeeded in disrupting Conor’s rhythm early on, and a
series of unforced errors by the younger man led to Peter
taking the first set 6-3. Conor improved as the match wore
on, however, and he gradually hit more and more targets
in winning the next two sets 6-3, 6-4.
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National League latest

T

he National League is bubbling
up towards a climax, and in most
divisions the Royal Tennis Court
has a team in contention.
Nick Wood and Peter Wright have
missed out on a playoff place in the
Premier Division, but the Dedanists
team of Ben Matthews (who recently
began his new job at Hatfield) and
Chris Chapman will be involved. In the
eliminator final they will take on David
Woodman and Andrew Fowler of
Cambridge/Newmarket, who booked
their own playoff place with a recent
win at Hampton Court.
That night, in front of a dedans full of
Palace members (but regrettably few
RTC members), Woodman and Fowler
both prospered with vastly contrasting
styles of play, proving that there is more
than one way to swing a bat.
Fowler, despite standing around 6ft
4in and coming from a generation of
Aussies that has produced crunching
hitters such as Steve Virgona and
Kieron Booth, plays ‘sensible’ tennis,
rarely forcing and preferring instead to
rely on his steady backhand. Woodman,
meanwhile, wields an axe as if he is
intent on living up to his name.
Fowler, who is working under Kevin
King at Bristol & Bath, was up first,
against Peter Wright, and from the off
the visitor had the upper hand. Peter
managed a brief comeback towards the
end, but to no avail: 8-4 to the visitors.
Woodman then unleashed his pacy
barrage on Nick Wood, who is well
versed in dealing with such brute force.
However, on this occasion a few too
many errors crept in and Woodman was
relentless on his way to an 8-3 victory.
In the doubles the home team were
warm favourites, and after taking the

first mini-set 4-1 all seemed well.
However, Woodman’s forcing and
Fowler’s backhand and net play turned
the game on its head and gave them
two sets and overall victory.
The reverse singles saw Fowler
continue his good night. Receiving a
small handicap allowance from Nick,
the Australian kept his errors to a
minimum on his way to an 8-6 win,
before Woodman completed the
evening with a win over Peter.
With just one match left, the venue for
the eliminator final is yet to be finalised.
Awaiting the winners of that will be
table-topping Queen’s, led by US Open
champion Bryn Sayers.
Division 2 is a free-for-all, with RTC
likely to be in the semi-finals if they can
win their final match. In Division 3 (1520 handicap), James Sohl, Phil Dunn
and Tom Freeman have been dominant,
and the improving Phil currently heads
James atop the league’s ‘MVP’ list.
Playoff action is also guaranteed in
Division 4, although a youthful team of
Oxford students looks like the pick of
that litter, especially after earning a
home final. RTC will go to Canford in
the eliminator.
Division 5 was the first to complete its
regular season – and it has been easily
the tightest race of all. RTC face a
testing trip to Oxford in the eliminator
final, with Hatfield lying in wait for the
winner in the final.
Paul Wright has had a blinding
season to help the Division 6 team to a
certain second place behind a very
strong Middlesex outfit. RTC have
ensured a playoff place in Division 7,
while Division 8’s team have a chance
to move up to second or first if they can
win their remaining two matches.

Ready to embrace technology?

I

n May, Royal Tennis Court
members will have a chance to
find out what computers can do
for their game, as the Real Tennis Lab
comes to Hampton Court.
The Lab provides video and
computer analysis to assist the
coaching and learning of real tennis.
Head pro Nick Wood will join the Real
Tennis Lab’s Mark Eadle, the former
Oratory head pro, to guide you
through the process while offering

coaching and insights into your game.
The three-hour session includes two
hours of coaching and drills, covering
ground shots, back wall shots and
volleying. Video samples are taken, and
then comes one hour of analysis with
the help of computer equipment
The sessions are limited to four
players. If you would like to take part
or learn more about the Lab, please
speak to Nick. The first session is on
Sunday 13 May, from 3-6pm.
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national
league tables
PREMIER DIVISION
Queen’s
Cambridge/Newmarket
The Dedanists
Holyport/RTC
MCC

P
8
8
7
8
7

W
6
5
4
2
2

Pts
39
34
28
20
10

DIVISION 2
Canford
Holyport
Queen’s
Cambridge
RTC
Hatfield
MCC
Radley

7
7
7
6
7
5
6
5

5
5
5
5
3
2
0
0

26
26
25
24
23
10
8
8

DIVISION 3
MCC
RTC
Prested Hall
Queen’s
Moreton Morrell

8
6
6
7
5

5
5
3
2
1

37
33
21
12
9

DIVISION 4
Oxford
Canford
RTC
Moreton Morrell
MURTC

8
8
8
8
8

6
5
4
4
1

42
37
28
24
9

DIVISION 5
Hatfield
Oxford
RTC
Canford
Cambridge

8
8
8
8
8

4
5
4
4
3

30
29
28
28
25

DIVISION 6
MURTC
RTC
MCC
Cambridge
Newmarket
Holyport

8
7
8
7
7
7

6
4
4
4
2
2

44
32
24
22
16
16

DIVISION 7
RTC
Petworth
Oxford
Prested Hall
Hardwick
Oratory

7
7
8
6
7
5

5
5
4
4
2
0

31
31
30
28
16
4

DIVISION 8
Oxford
Holyport
Moreton Morrell
RTC
Newmarket
MURTC
Hatfield
Canford
Prested Hall

8
7
8
6
7
6
7
7
4

5
6
5
5
3
3
2
1
0

35
32
31
27
21
21
20
15
8

Haswell as can be expected
No surprise that Sue Haswell retained her Ladies Masters title on her home court...

S

ue Haswell successfully defended
her Ladies Masters title over the
weekend of 16-18 March,
providing the Royal Tennis Court with
a home winner once again. She defeated
Tiffany Fielden in an excellent but onesided final, with too big a gap for her
opponent to bridge – although Tiffany
fought doughtily for the first six games,
keeping the score to 3-3, as she tempted
Sue into quite a few errors. However,
once Sue went up a gear, she did not
allow her opponent another game,
using her trademark silky shots to the
base of the dedans to great effect, and
opening her shoulders to give ground
strokes too much welly for Tiffany to
cope with. Final score: 6-3, 6-0.
Other RTC members had less happy
fortunes during the tournament, which
was divided into a singles knockout
section for the 14 best players (played
level with full three sets) and a
handicap doubles competition for the
rest of the entrants.
Linda Sheraton-Davis came through
her first match well but another RTC
player, Clare Weatherill, was then too
much for her. In the quarter-finals Clare
played Sara Reston, who steadily
placed the ball low and deep and in the
corners, putting constant pressure on
Clare. Despite trying to impose with
volleys and power, Clare lost the first
set 6-4, and it was a similar story in the

It was a marathon lasting 2½ hours,
with every game and every point
contested fiercely and both players
consistently laying (and winning!)
chases of two yards or better. At the
end, Linda kept a spring in her step to
take the match 5-6, 6-5, 6-4.
In the handicap doubles, Paula
Wilson was paired with steady Lucy
Davies from Hardwick, Elizabeth
(Wizzie) Mason with Candida Nicholls
from Oratory, and Margaret Jones with
Tiffany Fielden and Sue Haswell
Claire Stacey from Bristol & Bath. Their
group 2 round robin was a tricky one,
with the possibility of any of the three
second, with Clare overhitting under
pairs going through after the first
pressure. Though she fought some
matches. In the end, Margaret (playing
excellent rests, Sara hung in to take the
points, including the final point, which in her first tournament) and Claire went
through to the final after some
heart-breakingly just hit the net-cord
and dribbled over to win the chase and complicated calculations, where they
lost to Kate Rowe and Katy Weston, the
the match, 6-4, 6-2.
Carolyn Nicholls took part in possibly winners of the group 1 round robin.
Kate Lawrence, representing the RTC
the match of the tournament against
board, kindly came along to watch the
Linda Fairbrother, of similar handicap.
final and present the prizes, also
thanking the sponsors, Burnham Rosen
Group and Pol Roger Champagne.
It was an excellent tournament,
played with great spirit and fun, and
many thanks must go to the sponsors
plus Nick, Stef, Chris and Les for
marking, and those who provided some
delicious lunches over the three days.

Linda Fairbrother and
Doubles finalists Margaret Jones, Claire
Stacey, Kate Rowe and Katy Weston

Linda Sheraton-Davis

Making the grade: Lathom Browne/Barker Camm

A

s winter gave way to spring and
the clocks lurched forward, more
grade winners began to emerge in
the Lathom Browne Cup.
Chris Swan made the most of the
handicap in the grade A final to beat
Simon Barker 9-7. He will now take on
Don Ganson, who edged out Scott Levy
9-8 in grade B. Two of 2011’s improvers
meet in the second quarter-final, as
David Lawrence takes on Dick Cowling.
The new ruling that any quarter-finalist
whose handicap is lower than it was in
September – not just first-time entrants
– will play off their new handicap
affects Dick, who has come down
further than David, slightly more.
In the other half of the draw, the
current highlight is the grade E final

between Saverio Campione and Elvira
Campione. I know what you’re thinking
– Campione is a far from unusual name,
so there’s every chance that there’s no
connection between them... but they are
in fact husband and wife. Tuesday 24
April could be an interesting day in the
Campione household.
Lying in wait for the victor is grade F
winner Sarah Parsons, who advanced
by topping Ralph Cake 9-6. The last
quarter-final could be a very tasty one,
with the dangerous Will Squire up
against John Mather, whose handicap
has slid from 68 all the way to 58 since
the competition began.
With all improved handicaps being
adjusted prior to the last-eight matches,
it really is wide open.
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In the Barker Camm Cup, played
off level, Dick Cowling wrapped up his
grade D final against Paul Newton in
two tight sets, while the warm favourite
in grade C, Stephen Goss, breezed past
David Lawrence to take victory.
The grade B draw looked wide open,
and so it proved. The first semi pitted
Geoffrey Russell against Fred Satow,
who had defeated Charles Ashbourne
the previous day in a long match. This
was another, and it was two hours
before Geoffrey prevailed in three sets.
Jed Dalton and Simon Edmond had a
similarly seesaw battle in the second
semi-final, before Jed emerged the
victor 6-5 in the third. He and Geoffrey
will now compete with the top guns
in the final weekend.

Making the best of the West
Richard East does some creative accounting after the Marauders’ West Country tour

T

hey may have thought, out there
in the West, that they had the
measure of my trusty henchmen,
but little did they know of the storm
that was about to hit them.
First, to Bristol, where, inexplicably,
pro Andy Fowler agreed with all the
handicaps as per RTO and then
ruthlessly ignored them, or applied
them in part. So there was a need to
review the results that had apparently
delivered a 6-1 win to Bristol, for which
I called in my panel of independent
experts, namely Nick Carew Hunt,
Julian Sheraton-Davis, John Clark, Keith
‘Smuj’ Smith, Lord Oliver Buckley of
Sealand, with myself as moderator, and
you can see the results of their long and
agonised deliberations below.
Adjustments take account of
unawarded handicaps, combined with
a fair division of the 40-all games where
appropriate handicap was not applied.
Our two singles were played level,
and both were a travesty of
handicapping. Credit to him, Julian
conceded that even had the correct
handicap been applied, he would still
have lost 8-6 to Ben Coleman, rather
than 8-2. No such credit to Nick Carew
Hunt, who insisted that his 8-2 deficit
should be converted to a 6-8 surplus
against Dayrell Mcarthur. Once the
loss-adjusters’ work was also done on
the doubles results, a 6-1 defeat became
a finely contested 4-3 win for RTC.
No such problem at Bridport, where
Ben Ronaldson, recently recovered from
a very difficult, but now successfully
concluded, parturition, applied the
RTO handicaps ruthlessly. The official
record may show that RTC lost 5-2. But

Above: Richard East (not wearing all white) and a focused Julian Sheraton-Davis
that result ignores the bye-laws at
Bridport. Prominently displayed
throughout the club were notices,
signed by the chairman (Mackenzie,
present), and the head pro (Ben, also
present) that WHITE clothing was
mandatory for all games, let alone for
matches against visiting glitterati.
And what colour were Harding’s
shorts? He claimed navy blue, but black
will give you a better idea. And what is
his background? An officer in HMQ’s
Navy! And he doesn’t understand dress
codes? Luckily he had recorded two
wins, both reversed under the clothing
rule, to hand RTC an exemplary 4-3 win.

So the next day we were off to
Canford, hell bent on securing a grand
slam. This time the eagle eyes of the
invigilators had observed Killen’s
BLACK trousers, so that was another in
the bag for us, and then the last rubber
sorted it. Canford fielded a PRO
(Darren Long, who also wore BLACK
trousers), so were disqualified before
they started, even though Darren
played with his wrong hand. Thus an
apparent 4-3 loss was converted to a
comfortable 5-2 win.
A very satisfactory tour. They seem to
want us back next year. Let’s see what
happens when they read this.

boomerang CUP 2013 (Melbourne, 12-26 January)

The Royal Melbourne club is already planning next January’s Boomerang Cup,
the team handicap doubles tournament that combines competitive play (for all
levels) and social activities like no other. If you might be interested in joining an
RTC team, contact Richard East or mention your interest to the professionals.

Amateur Championships: a sorry tale of sabotage

A

remarkable story of Julian Snow’s successful return from
Australia to regain a title that he first won in 1987 and then
held until 2005, apart from a 1990 defeat by James Male.
Snow edged out Sarlangue in a dramatic final, after the
French tyro had recovered from 0-5 in the fifth set to 5-5.
James Sohl and James Watson had earlier exited in the
first round, while Robert Hird was a quarter-final victim of
Sarlangue. In the doubles, Peter Wright and his partner
Jamie Douglas lost to Snow and Conor Medlow in the
final, while there was an eye-catching effort earlier in the
week from Phil Dunn and Tom Freeman, who took the
third seeds Will Fortune and William Maltby to five sets.

healthy contingent from RTC took part in the recent
Amateur Championships at Queen’s – but it was a
most unhealthy act that grabbed all the headlines.
Peter Wright, who was seeded second, discovered shortly
before his semi-final against the promising young
Frenchman Mathieu Sarlangue that the strings on all three
of his racquets had been cut. Although one of the pros did
re-string one of the racquets, Peter was so thrown out of
kilter by this shocking sabotage that he could not perform
at his usual level, and he retired during the third set.
Several weeks later, no culprit has yet been exposed.
It is a shame that such a scandal overshadowed the
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On top of
the world
The world champion will be
an Australian yet again

A

s this edition was going to press,
Rob Fahey and Steve Virgona
were entering their final week of
preparations for what promised to be a
tantalising World Championship
challenge at Queen’s.
The eliminators had begun with Ben
Matthews taking on Bryn Sayers, first at
Ben’s chosen venue of Prested Hall over
five sets and then at Queen’s, with a
potential decider also at Queen’s. Ben
had a brilliant opening night in front of
a raucous Essex crowd, and he travelled
to west London with a four-set victory
under his belt. However, he was in for a
rude awakening, as Bryn took an ailing
Ben apart at Queen’s to level the series.
Two nights later, Ben was in better
health and put up a far better display,
and when he led 4-0 in the fourth, 2-1
down in sets, he looked set to take the
match to a final set. However, the US
Open champion hit a red-hot streak to
close out the match. Ben can take heart
from this first foray into the eliminators,
though – on two of the three evenings
he played outstanding tennis.
Bryn’s next encounter was against the
world No 2, Virgona, at Seacourt, Bryn’s
old stomping ground. It was Steve who
assumed control, though, maintaining
a far more aggressive tempo than his
opponent throughout day one, which
ended 4-0 in sets. A comeback from
there seemed impossible. Bryn dug in
well on day two to split the four sets,
but it meant a 6-2 deficit going into day
three – the Aussie only needed to win
one more set, and that was all it took.
So, for the second time in a row,
it’s the two Australians in the final
challenge. In 2010 Fahey won relatively
easily, 7-2 (although several sets were
tight). Will he still be as strong two
years on? How much has Virgona
improved since then? What significance
will the venue, Queen’s, have? (Fahey
has won every British Open since 2003.)
In Virgona’s favour is a secret
weapon. Our own Chris Chapman was
the practice partner of Bryn before his
matches with Ben, and then Chris
practised with his fellow Aussie before
the Seacourt showdown. Perhaps the
champ should have tried to poach him...

Wood’s Words

Head pro Nick Wood on how time
flies when you’re sewing balls

elieve it or not, it has now been
B
four years since the new team
of professionals took to the Royal

Tennis Court. And what has
changed? Well, you might be
better placed to comment, as you
are at the receiving end of the
services we provide.
Our only opportunities for change
have been to enhance what is
already a very successful set of
services; this is not an easy task
as the bar has been set so high. I
invite any comments you may have
that would help the club progress.
There is one area of change that
I would like to comment on, and
that has taken place on court: the
improvement in general play of
members through all handicap
ranges has been a joy to watch. To
see the handicap 30-somethings
fight to break the 35 and 30
barriers; the 40s finding the
strokeplay to work the strategies.
The number of quality rallies the
higher handicaps can now play –
I remember when I started in the
profession the railroad was
regarded as a conjurer’s trick by
most players over 50 handicap,
but not any more.
Better technical strokeplay allows
for a better length, improved
chases and more control to use
all winning areas of the court.
The lack of over-hitting reduces
unforced errors and applies greater

pressure to your opponents; this is
evident in the longer rallies and in
the reduced number of balls we
find on the top viewing gallery.
The result is flowing, competitive
encounters that rely more on guile
than brute force.
The introduction of new young
talents into the 20s and below has
breathed fresh oxygen into the
club’s lungs and provided more
competitive play for existing
members. The strength at the top
end has been enhanced by the
improvements of James Sohl,
James Watson, Tom Freeman,
Phil Dunn and Karen Hird, and the
participation of skilled single-figure
handicappers in Peter Wright,
Robert Hird and Charlie Crossley.
If you would like to continue
improving and enjoying your game,
we are here to help. If ever you
would like a lesson, please contact
the professionals, and we will be
delighted to discuss content of an
individual or a group of lessons.
Club rules and etiquette
The club and pros encourage
etiquette on court, such as saluting
your opponent at the start of your
match; allowing the hazard end
player to pass the net first; and
particularly the continuous and
courteous attitude to play. Always
be polite, and no dawdling between
points and the change of ends.

winter night pennant (hcp 55+)

T

he Winter Night Pennant competition,
for those over 55 handicap, was a
keenly fought affair.
James Durie, Neil McEvoy and Terry
Hopcroft narrowly topped the table over
Terry Marsh, Doris Siedentopf and Neil
Sinclair, who were then ousted at the

eliminator final stage by John and Paul
Mather and Andrew Speed (sub for
Simon Pearce). In the final, the tabletoppers won all three singles to gain
control, and when James and Terry won
the second doubles rubber, the title was
theirs. The final score was 9-4.

From left:
Night Pennant
champions James
Durie, Neil McEvoy
and Terry Hopcroft
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Heights of ambition

results

RTC member Keith Hern has an inspirational tale to tell

I

t was at my two-year all-clear
check-up from throat cancer, in
late November 2009, that I was
given the unwelcome news that cancer
had returned. This time it was not in
my throat, but in my chest, and the
consultant told me: “This time it’s
serious,” (which made me want to ask,
tongue in cheek, if that meant the
previous time was just a laugh!), so I
wanted to find out what that meant.
In 2007 the throat cancer had been
diagnosed early, they knew it and how
to treat it, and survival rates were
extremely high. This time I was told the
odds were against me – indeed, my
survival chances were 10-40 per cent,
which focused the mind pretty quickly.
Being diagnosed again was weirdly
less scary than in 2007, and in spite of
the unattractive odds I knew I had got
through it successfully before, so there
should be every chance of doing so
again. Treatment (15 days of 24x7

chemo, then four weeks of daily
radiotherapy) finished in early summer
2010, when I was cleared, but as always
I was to go to regular check-ups.
In January 2011 I had a major scare as
a scan showed up two new areas,
which fortunately proved to be “false
positives” on the follow-up scan –
much relief to hear that, as I’d spent
two nerve-wracking months
wondering what the outcome would
be. In October 2011 the check-up
produced the best possible results, so I
decided I’d look at fundraising again
for the Marsden – my way of saying
thanks for saving my life.
So I have signed up to go trekking
in Nepal in November and would love
to raise enough to beat the £7,000
I raised in 2007. I have just set up
www.justgiving.com/Keith-Hern to
get collecting sponsorships. Any
contributions much appreciated –
many thanks in anticipation.

laurie pignon (1918-2012)
The tennis world lost one of its biggest personalities in early April when
veteran journalist and war hero Laurie Pignon passed away at the age of 93.
The son of a golf writer, Laurie was born in 1918 and covered his first
Wimbledon in 1938. His nascent career was interrupted by war, and he was
captured in 1940 during the retreat to Dunkirk and spent much of the war
doing hard labour in camps and down mines. He survived to join The Daily
Sketch in 1946 (later having his own column, entitled “Opignon”), eventually
joining The Daily Mail in 1971. He became one of the few journalists to be
offered membership of the All England Club, and he was the long-serving
president of the Lawn Tennis Writers’ Association.
He also loved real tennis, though, and remained an RTC member, as is his
wife Melvyn. He even played the game well into his eighties.
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RTC Top Ten

U-25 Top Ten

Leading handicaps
April 2012

Leading handicaps
April 2012

Peter Wright 
Dave Harms 
Robert Hird 
David Watson
Marcus Ward 
James Watson 
Simon Barker
James Sohl 
Phil Dunn
Tom Freeman

2.6
5.8
8.2
11.3
14.2
15.2
16.1
16.6
16.6
20.1
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Robert Hird 
Michael Bray 
Karen Hird 
Sam Halliday 
Alex Rozier-Pamplin 
Charles Ashbourne
Oliver Watson
Jack Walker
Matthew Barr
George Sleightholme
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8.2
20.2
20.5
22.1
24.0
25.7
25.9
25.9
30.7
35.4

Harris Watson Trophy
Semi-finals: Robert & Karen Hird beat
James Sohl & Simon Barker 6-3 6-5;
David & James Watson beat Charlie
Crossley & Tom Freeman 6-4 6-2.
Final: Watson & Watson beat Hird &
Hird 6-3 6-4.
Barker Camm Cup
Grade D, final: Dick Cowling beat
Paul Newton 6-4 6-4.
Grade C, semi-finals: Stephen Goss
beat Adrian Larkin 6-3 6-2; David
Lawrence beat Paul Wright 6-3 6-1.
Final: Goss beat Lawrence 6-2 6-1.
Grade B, semi-final: Geoffrey Russell
beat Fred Satow 5-6 6-3 6-4; Jed Dalton
beat Simon Edmond 6-4 2-6 6-5.
Lathom Browne Cup
Grade A final: Christopher Swan beat
Simon Barker 9-7. Grade B: Don
Ganson beat Scott Levy 9-8.
Grade C: David Lawrence beat Peter
Foster 9-2. Grade D: Dick Cowling beat
Paul Newton 9-8. Grade F: Sarah
Parsons beat Ralph Cake 9-6.
Grade G: Will Squire beat Doris
Siedentopf 9-5. Grade H: John Mather
beat Neil McEvoy 9-3.
Winter Night Pennant
Group stage table:
Durie/McEvoy/Hopcroft 
32 pts
Marsh/Siedentopf/Sinclair 
32 pts
Pearce/J Mather/P Mather 
28 pts
Pain/Anderson/Dunkley 
23 pts
Price/Flood/Speed 
15 pts
Preliminary final: J Mather/Speed
(sub)/P Mather beat Marsh/Siedentopf/
Hopcroft (sub) 8-4.
Final: Durie/McEvoy/Hopcroft beat
Marsh (sub)/J Mather/P Mather 9-4.
James Durie beat Terry Marsh 6-4;
Neil McEvoy beat John Mather 6-3;
Terry Hopcroft beat Paul Mather 6-3;
Durie & McEvoy lost to Marsh/J Mather
5-6; Durie/Hopcroft beat Marsh/P Mather
6-1; McEvoy/Hopcroft lost to J Mather/
P Mather 3-6.

The Royal Tennis
Court Newsletter
is published four times a year
and the editor would love any
contributions from members.
Please get in touch if you have
any ideas for the summer issue,
either via the professionals or
by email at the address below.
Editor: Simon Edmond
newsletter@
royaltenniscourt.com

